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Base metals under pressure

Copper: Under pressure

Copper pared its earlier gains by $260 yesterday on the
LME. The existing US home sales data that sets the trend
for the housing sector was higher than expectations.
However on a month-on-month basis it showed a decline of
1.33% while the decline was 6.58% on a year-on-year basis.

The International Copper Study Group stated that in the
first quarter on 2006, the consumption in the USA and China
declined by 2.70% and 6.40% respectively. And in the first
quarter of 2006 there was a surplus of 64,000 tonne of
copper. The mine production was down by 0.8% while the
refined copper production was up by 4.80%. The demand
seems to have decreased owing to the high prices and the
US consumption is expected to slow down further. The red
metal is expected to slip further and should be sold on rises.

Sugar: Stuck in a range

There was no market moving news and sugar seems to be
stuck in a range. The July quota is awaited and the demand
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Events WatchThe Snapshot
Commodity Month Closing price %Cng OI(000) % Cng View Remarks

Copper June 324.80 -3.86 1,943 -50.24 Weak Weak demand
Sugar July 1,884 -0.11 26,070 -1.18 Range-bound Weak demand
Wheat July 833.40 1.09 121,590 -3.15 Stable No ban on futures, no market

moving news

has still to take off. In such a situation expect range-bound
movement in the counter.

Soybean: Range-bound with a weak bias

The prices in the spot market have remained range-bound
in the past few days. However, the futures market improved
on account of the improvement in soy oil futures. The prices
are expected to be dependent on soy oil in the coming days.
The trend is weak for soybeans in the medium term as the
demand is lacklustre. There is also anticipation of a good
sowing season.

Wheat: Looks stable

The prices of wheat improved in both the spot as well as
futures markets after being battered heavily in the past few
days. The government has also ruled out any ban on
agriculture commodity futures, lifting the spirits. The prices
are expected to remain stable and could witness some
improvement in the coming days.
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